COVER YOUR BASES

VALUE-ENGINEERED, MECHANICALLY PROFILED
PREVENTS CONCRETE OFF-DUSTING

HIGHLY ABRASION-RESISTANT
WATER-RESISTANT, WITH WEARGUARD

Green Umbrella Base Defense System™ is a basic entry-level, complete system for
interior architectural concrete floors to be abrasively processed @MatureAge™. Starting with a wet process and a liquid surface refinement cutting agent, GreenCut™.
Profile with the use of power trowels or grinders. Various GC abrasives of BigStock™,
GC-X™, GC-Fusion™, GCEraser™, and GCPolishPlus™ play ball with any specified
class of profile or gloss. Base Defense™ first covers the field with DryShield, our
highly abrasion-resistant flagship densifier that fills the concrete voids—than bringing a home run finish with the Interior Microfilm™. This repairable wear-guard brings
clarity to the profile. Finally, Base Defense promotes bonding and cross-linking within the concrete without the negative side-effect of ASR or topical de-lamination. Next, use GreenClean™ a Lifecycle™ , a maintenance cleaner with a
densifier built creates a daily defense for the floor. All of this to cover the bases.

SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION
GreenCut™ is a Neutral Nano Surface Profile Agent. Used in applications where
conventional laborious processing was specified but where a more refined surface
and reduction in product treatment is desired.

FULLSPEC

DryShield™ is a Penetrating Completely Reactive Hydrophilic Insoluble Nano Densifier for
interior or exterior. Green Umbrella’s our flagship cross-over densifier DryShield for use in
applications where a high-abrasion resistant and value-engineered treatment is needed.

Interior Microﬁlm™ is a Penetrating Reactive Interior Microfinish for Profiled Surfaces for interior
surfaces only. Used in applications where basic stain guards are specified but where a more
permeant, reactive, and high-performance treatment is desired.
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